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May 26, 2021

It’s SHOWTIME! Heidelberg presents latest
innovation initiative


International digital customer event in eight languages on June 23
Commercial, packaging, and label innovations
Anyone who wishes to participate can register free right now

Despite challenging market conditions, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen (Heidelberg) is systematically driving the development of innovations for the global printing industry. “It’s SHOWTIME” is the company’s slogan for an international digital customer event on June 23, 2021 to showcase numerous new and enhanced offerings in the commercial, packaging, and label segments. Smart solutions that print shops can use to further boost their competitiveness will be demonstrated in short live streams. Anyone anywhere in the world who wishes to do so can take part in the free event, which is being held in eight different languages at various times during the day, in parallel with the China Print trade show in Beijing. Registration is already open.

“Innovation is a must and an ongoing process for Heidelberg in its role as technology leader, so we’re already presenting our latest innovation initiative to customers – just nine months or so after our successful Innovation Week last fall,” says Head of Global Sales and Marketing Ludwig Allgoewer.

Alongside the event on June 23, Heidelberg specialists will be on hand worldwide for one-to-one in-depth discussions with participants about the presentations. Anyone who wishes to arrange an appointment to speak with our experts can do so very easily at heidelberg.com/showtime/en/


Figure: Customer contact in challenging times – “It’s SHOWTIME” is the slogan for an international digital customer event on June 23 during which Heidelberg will be showcasing numerous new and enhanced offerings in the commercial, packaging, and label segments.

Image material and additional information about the company are available in the Press Lounge of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG at www.heidelberg.com and in the Media Library.

Heidelberg IR now on Twitter:
Link to the IR Twitter channel: https://twitter.com/Heidelberg_IR
On Twitter under the name: @Heidelberg_IR

Further information:
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG
Group Communications
Matthias Hartung
Phone: +49 6222 82-67174
Fax: +49 6222 82-9967972
E-mail: matthias.hartung@heidelberg.com


